The purpose of this memo is to alert staff and students to special arrangements that are being made for parking near residence halls during residence hall move in. In addition to staff, the revised parking plan will also involve summer residents as well as volunteers who will be assisting with move-in activities. Information will be provided to local media outlets to inform UGA students, faculty, staff and community members about the increased congestion and traffic in and around the residence halls during this time.

PARKING LOT RESTRICTIONS

Beginning at 5 p.m. on Thursday, August 10 through 6 p.m. on Sunday, August 13, individuals must park in lots or sections of lots not designated as unloading zones. Individuals with parking permits for the following lots will be affected:

- W02 and W06: permit holders should park in the Hull Street parking deck
- W11: permit holders should park in the portion of the W11 lot accessible from Cloverhurst Avenue or the West Campus Deck
- W07, W08, W09, and W10 permit holders should park in the West Campus Deck
- N10: permit holders should park in lot N08
- S03 and S11: permit holders should park in any portion of the S11 parking deck except the bottom level or in S03 street parking along Sanford Drive
- E05: permit holders should park in any portion of the E05 parking deck except the bottom level
- E06: permit holders should park in any portion of the E05 parking deck except the bottom level or in the East Campus Deck

Building specific parking maps can be found on the housing MOVE IN page. Unloading zone parking is indicated in red while long-term student and staff parking options are indicated in blue. In the event the temporary parking area designated during move in is full, individuals should park in the next available temporary parking area. Individuals commuting to campus are encouraged to carpool, if possible.
Students and staff should resume parking in their assigned lot after 6 p.m. on Sunday, August 13. Please do not park in state vehicle spaces, visitor spaces, disability spaces and access zones, loading zones, fire lanes, yellow curb zones or reserved spaces. Vehicles improperly parked in fire lanes, 24-hour reserved parking spaces or state vehicle spaces may be ticketed or towed.

Your understanding and cooperation is important to the success of this program in attempting to ease move-in parking congestion around residence halls. Please join others in making this a positive experience for residents and their families and demonstrate a welcoming attitude and sense of care that will make them feel at home and have a favorable initial impression of campus.
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